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about 
the artist

Meet Sneha Sakya, a luminary
in the world of luxury makeup
artistry, boasting a decade of
unparalleled expertise and an

impressive portfolio that
speaks volumes. With a brush

dipped in finesse and a
creative vision that

transcends boundaries, Sneha
has lent her artistry to over
1500 clients, transforming

ordinary moments into
extraordinary experiences.

Renowned for her meticulous
attention to detail, she has

adorned more than 600
brides, crafting timeless looks
that mirror each individual's

unique essence. With an
innate eye for detail and a

boundless creative flair, Sneha
elevates beauty to an art form,

leaving an indelible mark on
every canvas she touches.











www.studiosurmayi .com

All quotes includes Makeup & Hairstyle
Consultation, Skin Prep., Makeup, Hairstyle, Hair
Accessories*, Draping, Nail Paint, Eye Lenses & 

       High Quality False Eyelashes.

Pre Bridal Services are not included.

*Full Floral Buns, Hair Wash,Hair Extensions, 
         & Nail Extensions are Charged EXTRA.

(OUTSTATION / VENUE CHARGES EXTRA)

Inquiry is not considered as an appointment or
        booking.

We take 50% advance to block the dates.
ADVANCE PAYMENT IS NON-REFUNDABLE 

       AND NON-TRANSFERABLE.
 

Photography inside Studio is chargeable.
 Photographer is only allowed in designated Areas.
CHARGE: Rs.2500 

Late Charges are Applicable in case of late
arrival from the allotted slot or degradation
of Makeup Artist whichever is applicable.

Bookings before 10:30 AM and post 8PM
       are Chargeable as per Rs.500/ 30 mins.
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Hairstyles & Draping



HD LUXURY

HD Luxury is done using High-End
Luxury Brands like Charlotte

Tilbury, Chanel, Dior, Estee Lauder
& more

Stays for upto 18 hours.
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AIRBRUSH 
Airbrush Makeup is done through
Machine. It is Silicon-based which

makes skin look more youthful and
skin like. Suitable for Oily Skin,

Acne Prone Skin & Summer Season.
Stays for upto 24 hours.
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High Definiton (HD)
HD makeup means high definition
makeup and It is well known for its

light diffusing property which
makes it perfect choice for  high

quality cameras and videos. 
Stays for upto 17-18 hours.

For all Skin Types.
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MAC
MAC is a well-known High-end

Professional Makeup Brand which 
is well known for it's flawless

application & finish.
Stays for upto 15-16 hours.
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REGULAR
Kryolan is one of the oldest and

most popular Makeup Brand used
worldwide best known for it's

Amazing Finish for all skin types.
Stays for upto 10-12 hours.
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RECEPTION BRIDES
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ENGAGEMENT BRIDES



ENGAGEMENT
BRIDES
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PARTY MAKEUP
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DRAPING
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Brands We Use



Terms & Conditions

Please take note of the following important TERMS & CONDITIONS when booking
hair and makeup artists through Studio Surmayi. We encourage you to read these
User Terms carefully as they are a legal document and, upon making your booking,
you agree to be bound by these User Terms.
*It is the responsibility of the client who books to understand, agree and be
responsible for all booking conditions, including all payments being made by the
specified dates.

BOOKING:
In order to secure my services for your date, I ask for a 40% non-refundable
deposit to be paid no later than 3 days after your initial enquiry and quotation,
which can be paid in cash, bank transfer or UPI Transfer. This secures your
wedding date, the time to allow for makeup services for your wedding party. The
final balance of bridal services is due on day of wedding. If no payment is
received within this 3 days, your date will be released and available for
booking by other clients. The remaining 60% balance is to be paid on your event
date before the bride leaves. (Partial advance payments will not be entertained).

-Wedding payments are due at time of service. There are no exceptions, and the
payments must be received before leaving the makeup area. Please advise
your party of this policy.

-The official timing of the studio is 10 am to 7 pm. Any client coming to avail
services before and after this time has to pay the overtime at Rs 500 per hour. ALL
BRIDES WAITING AFTER THE STUDIO CLOSES WILL ALSO BE LIABLE TO
PAY THIS CHARGE.

-ADVANCE PAYMENT IS NON-REFUNDABLE

MAKEUP DURATION: Each makeup application requires a certain length of time
to be finished and is not to exceed the time limit due to client delays either during
or prior to makeup application. All persons involved in makeup appointments need
to be available at the scheduled time of said appointment in order to not break the
contract. All makeup services for more than one person must be at the same
location and consecutive in time.



Terms & Conditions

-Any service taken by our Beauticians or Makeup Artist is chargeable.
We do not provide any complimentary services unless decided upon in advance.

DELAYS: 15 Minutes of grace time is provided to the client and post that a late
fee of Rs.1000 will be charged for every 15 minutes of delay when a client is
late for the scheduled time, or if the scheduled makeup exceeds allotted time
because of client delays.

LIABILITY: Prior to the makeup, it is the responsibility of the client to inform the
makeup artist of any known skin sensitivity to products or concerns that may affect
the use of any equipment or products; all details are treated as confidential. This
includes but is not limited to sensitivities, allergies and medical conditions. Where
possible, the makeup artist will choose products that should suit your skin type
according to the information provided. Everyone’s skin is different and it’s possible
to be allergic to anything. The makeup artist is not liable for any adverse reactions
to products used and cannot be held liable for any losses that are incurred due to
adverse reactions to products used. If the client or party requires a patch test for
any products, this can be arranged and charged according to the agreed fee.

Clients are not allowed to use their own cosmetics in the studio.
For all outstation/venue makeup, clients are requested to clear the entire balance
before our staff leaves for their place. Proper AC travel, stay and meals
arrangements are to be made for the staff.
For all jewellery booked through the studio, we take security money of equal
amount of the price along with an original ID Proof which will be refunded to you
once the jewellery is returned in the condition that it was taken.

THE MANAGEMENT AND STAFF ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR
PERSONAL BELONGINGS. Please take care of your jewellery, cash, clothes and
other valuable belongings while you are in the studio. Although the entire studio is
CCTV monitored, we do not take responsibility for any item that gets lost.



Terms & Conditions

USE OF IMAGES: The Artist may use on its website and/or in any advertising
media is deems appropriate that is captured by the Artist. The Client also
agrees to release the name and contact information of professional
photographers and/or videographers used for recording any event for which the
Artist has been contracted to provide services for. 

SERVICE LOCATION & REQUIREMENTS: The location of makeup services
for the day-of-event will be at the Bride’s discretion, but there are certain
requirements the artist will need to complete the services. A set-up table/work
area/chair/trashcan/outlet if using airbrush will need to be made available for
the Makeup Artist. Ample lighting, whether by means of natural light or by
lamps, is necessary for services to be performed properly. Artist will arrive 15
minutes prior to set-up. Please communicate the hotel room number if
applicable by email or text. 

WE DO NOT ALLOW OUTSIDE PHOTOGRAPHERS. On studio bookings, If
you want your candid photo-shoot, you can book our in-house photographer.

All the RELATIVES AND FRIENDS who come to drop the bride are requested
not to stay back in the studio as it breaks the concentration or the makeup
artist and hairstylist.

CONTACT
If you would like further information on the Terms & Conditions outlined above,
please contact hello@studiosurmayi.com



Call/Whatsapp: +91 91223 02228

email: hello@studiosurmayi.com
www.studiosurmayi.com

Follow us on our Social Media 


